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Introduction

In April 2020, the Architectural Heritage Fund
(AHF) launched a new corporate Strategy for
2020-23, which sets out how our advice,
grant funding and loan financing will deliver
support for heritage-led regeneration projects
across the UK. An affiliated Evaluation
Strategy and Methodology describe the Replay Theatre in Riddel’s Warehouse, Belfast, recipient of
framework and procedures we have Heritage Impact Fund loan and Project Development and
developed to monitor our delivery of this aim Capital Works Grants (Neil Harrison)
and the efficacy of our processes. The
Evaluation Strategy envisioned a new annual Impact Report – focused on data-driven
insights that could help shape our working model as well as sector responses – to
complement the existing Annual Review.
Understanding the AHF’s impact can be broken into two discrete areas of question, the
first of which focuses on direct impacts on projects and the second focuses on wider
impacts in society. This report addresses these two twin pillars of impact in the first year of
our new Strategy.
Direct impacts: What is the difference that AHF funding and advice makes to
projects we support? Does our funding and advice help projects to move forward
in their development, to build stronger partnerships, to raise additional funds, or to
plan more strategically?
Wider impacts: What is the difference that AHF-funded projects are making within
their communities? Do AHF projects secure sustainable ownership of historic
buildings, bring them back into community use, and deliver key services and
social benefits?
The report that follows is informed by data collected from recipients of AHF grants and
loans during the 2020/21 financial year (1 April 2020-31 March 2021). This data was
collected from our Applications (gathered from 100%, or 298 or 298 successful
applications in 2020/21) and Exit Surveys (gathered from 100%, or 156 of 156 grants
completing in 2020/21; we define ‘completing’ as the end of their grant period. Information
on loan projects has been collected through quarterly reviews). These datasets feed into
our Logic Model, which can be found at Appendix 1 (each indicator is colour-coded within
the text and Logic Model). Additionally, we refer to data from our Longitudinal
Survey (42% response rate, or 44 of 106 projects), which surveys all AHF-funded grants
five and ten years previously. (From 2021/22, historic loans will also be included in the
Longitudinal Survey, ten years after they have drawn down their loan.)1
The year focused on by this report was dominated globally by the COVID-19 pandemic.
The COVID crisis has had diverse, significant impacts on projects we have funded,
including delaying work, forcing a rethink of assumptions and redraft of business plans,
and in some cases causing acute risk to financial sustainability. Indirectly, through efforts
to mitigate its damage to the heritage sector, town centres and economies more broadly,
COVID also significantly shaped the AHF’s activities during this year: we awarded nearly
one hundred exceptional grants valued at over £1.75 million to support organisations to
stay afloat, plan afresh, and keep projects moving forward.
1

Success bias may be present in our Longitudinal Survey. Where we know a project team has not completed the Survey
because the project has failed, we enter this data into the Survey to improve its accuracy. See our Evaluation Methodology.
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The AHF Model

The AHF focuses its core activity on providing grant funding and loan financing to
charities, social enterprises and community businesses looking to adapt and reuse
historic buildings. Our grants are often the first funding a project may receive, and can
provide support for early-stage feasibility work as well as work to develop architectural
plans, secure planning and other permissions, build business cases and carry out
fundraising campaigns. Some of our grant programmes also provide funding for capital
rebuilding works, for the launch of Community Shares issues, and to match-fund
Crowdfunding Campaigns. In 2020/21, we also awarded a number of exceptional grants
to cover core costs of organisations during COVID and to help them reassess their
business models in light of social distancing restrictions.
Project Viability Grants

These grants help projects test the feasibility of their
ideas, and may fund building condition surveys, market
research,
community
engagement,
architectural
feasibility studies and options appraisals.

Project Development
Grants

Once the essential feasibility of a project plan has been
demonstrated, these grants help projects to hire a
project team, to develop architectural plans and secure
planning and listed building permissions, to build
business plans that will support the project’s long-term
sustainability and to undertake fundraising for the capital
works.

Capital Works Grants

Some of our programmes include modest funding for
capital rebuilding works, including emergency works to
prevent deterioration of buildings, funds to enable
‘meanwhile uses’ that help test longer-term reuse plans,
and contributions to larger conservation and adaptation
plans. Within Transforming Places through Heritage,
these grants are called Transformational Project Grants.

Other Grants

During 2020/21 our programmes also offered special
grants on a short-term basis, including our Heritage
Development Trust grants to enable organisations
specialising in historic building adaptation to scale up
their activity; Emergency Support Grants to cover lost
revenue costs during COVID-19; Community Shares
Booster grants to encourage uptake of community
shares issues; Crowdfunding Challenge Grants to match
funds raised through crowdfunding campaigns; and
Culture Recovery Grants to enable heritage
organisations to reconsider their business plans in light
of COVID restrictions.
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Our loans generally support more established projects that are undergoing capital
redevelopment or are already operating but are in need of financing to develop new
projects and services. We operate two separate lending funds, the AHF Endowment
Fund and the Heritage Impact Fund; the latter is particularly focused on supporting
projects with strong social outcomes.
The diagram below, our Investment and Support System, shows the Life Cycle stages
typical to a heritage-led regeneration project. The AHF is unique in offering advice and
funding at each of these stages.

What we awarded in 2020/21
In 2020/21, we awarded over £6.8 million in grants and over £5.5 million in loans to
projects across the UK. A breakdown of these awards can be found in Appendix 2. The
largest number of awards are associated with our Transforming Places through Heritage
programme, focused on the renewal of high streets and town centres in England – areas
that have been especially threatened in the past year. As far as possible, the AHF has
tried to remain open for ‘business as usual’ during the year, providing access to all our
usual types of support. Despite COVID, demand for grants and loans from high-quality
heritage-regeneration projects remained strong in every nation: we were able to award all
funding we originally planned to give out as well as £770,000 in additional Project
Viability, Project Development and Capital Works Grants.

Lesson 1: Despite the challenges of COVID-19, new and well thought
through projects continued to come forward for grant and loan funding.
By keeping our usual activities going during the crisis, the AHF was able
to support the charitable sector to continue advancing projects that will
be needed more than ever during the Recovery phase.
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Impacts
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Direct impacts

AHF support helping projects to move forward
Among the most direct impacts our support can have are helping organisations to secure
long-term ownership over historic buildings and to move their projects forward along our
Investment and Support System. Because these are key goals, especially at early stages
in a project Life Cycle, we ask all projects who have received a grant or loan from us
whether our support has made an impact in these areas, and these form two of the Key
Performance Indicators in our Logic Model (Appendix 1): KPI4 and KPI6.2
We also want to know whether receiving our support has helped projects to unlock
additional funding, and whether they emerge from their grant or loan period confident
their organisations are financially sustainable and resilient: these indicators are KPI5 and
KPI7.
Historic buildings coming into community ownership (KPI4)
A total of 156 grants completed during 2020/21, the first year of our new Strategy. Only
37% of projects in receipt of a Project Viability Grant had achieved ownership or longterm rights to their historic building by the end of their grant period, but 70% of Project
Development Grant recipients had ownership at the end of their grants. When we asked
the same question, through our Longitudinal Survey, of projects that received AHF grants
five and ten years previously, 73% reported that their AHF grant helped them to secure
ownership or long-term rights to their historic building. Data gathered in future years will
be added cumulatively to this figure, refining our understanding, but although it is in the
first year of use, this Indicator strongly suggests that our early-stage grants are directly
supporting historic buildings to come into community ownership.
Moving projects forward along Project Life Cycle (KPI6)
We know that owning or securing long-term rights to a historic building is not sufficient on
its own – organisations must be supported to engage with their communities, test ideas,
build business models and undertake complex conservation works before they can start
to make a difference. For this reason, the monitoring of KPI6 means we ask all recipients
at the end of their grant and loan funding whether AHF support has helped their project to
move forward on the Investment and Support System Life Cycle.
Of the 156 grants that completed in 2020/21, only 33 were also awarded in 2020/21; this
Indicator will be gathered cumulatively across our Strategic Period (2020-23), with larger
datasets refining its accuracy. Of the limited number of grants completed so far, 89% of
our Project Viability Grant recipients felt that by the end of their grant period they had
established the essential feasibility of their plans and were moving into Project
Development Stage. This feasibility work includes establishing confidence that the
historic building can be appropriately adapted, that proposed end uses are in demand
and should prove sustainable, and that funding can be secured to complete the project.
2

These data points are gathered via our Exit Surveys, a short questionnaire completed by all grant and loan recipients. All
references to AHF projects from five and ten years ago was gathered via our Longitudinal Survey. For more on Exit and
Longitudinal Surveys, see our Evaluation Methodology.
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Friends of Ingestre Orangery, Stafford, recipient of a Culture Recovery Grant (Matthew Mckeague)

Some projects funded with Project Viability Grants determined their plans would not be
feasible as envisioned, and, while frustrating, these are also positive outcomes because
they prevent limited time and funding resources from being wasted on projects that are
unlikely ever to become sustainable.
The next Life Cycle Stage, Project Development, can last much longer than establishing
essential feasibility, and we expect that many of the projects we fund will require more
than one Development Stage grant, either from the AHF or partner funders. This
expectation is borne out by responses from recipients of Project Development Grants:
one-third report that by the completion of their grant their project has moved forward to
Capital Redevelopment Stage; two-thirds report they have more work Development work
to complete.
More clarity on the average Life Span of an AHF project is offered by data gathered on
projects awarded grants five and ten years previously. By Year 10 after being awarded an
early-stage AHF grant, 60% of projects we funded are Operational; 20% remain in
continuing Development and 20% have failed or stalled indefinitely. After only five years,
a much larger number of projects – 58% -- are still in Development. These data points
suggest that an average project receiving an early-stage AHF grant will complete the
Life Cycle and become fully Operational between five and ten years after receiving
their initial grant.

Lesson 2: Heritage-led regeneration projects take, on average, five to
ten years to develop from initial feasibility testing to become fully
operational. Short-term funding programmes may therefore struggle to
realise their full lasting impact within the programme period, and the
adoption of longer-term evaluation models is necessary.
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Unlocking additional investment (KPI5)
The AHF encourages all projects we fund to seek a diverse range of funding, including
through community crowdfunding and Community Shares issues, as well as traditional
grants and social investment financing. Our later-stage grants may, in some
programmes, also require an element of matched funding.
Projects awarded AHF grants in 2020/21 have reported significant external funding to
match our funds across all grant stages; projects provide this information as part of their
grant application (KPI5). The level of outside investment is lowest at the very earliest
stage of Project Viability Grants, where an average of £658 in matching funds was
secured for each £1,000 of AHF investment. Once the essential feasibility of a project
had been established, however, projects were more successful in attracting external
investment: £1,223 in outside funds were raised for every £1,000 awarded in Project
Development Grants.
Many AHF-funded projects also report greater success in their ongoing fundraising
thanks to the support provided by AHF, e.g. through the advice they received, the support
to develop improved project plans, and the access to project-strengthening advice that
being an AHF-funded project offered them. One project leader this year said,

“The credibility developed by being given AHF support enabled us to
secure substantial funding from the Community Housing Fund. AHF support
was thus pivotal to our success in completing preparations for and submitting
a full planning and listed building application.”

Lesson 3: Even where the AHF does not require a direct match for our
grants, most organisations are already seeking outside funding when they
apply to us. Additionally, projects report that our early-stage funding can
help them to address key challenges from the start of a project, strengthening
their projects and helping them to be more successful in securing ongoing
funding.
Resilience of AHF-funded organisations (KPI7)
We want to help ensure that the projects we fund develop into sustainable organisations
that will secure our investment, support their communities, and act as custodians for
conserved historic buildings for generations to come. Our KPI7 asks all grant and loan
recipients to self-assess how sustainable their organisations are, with a focus on best
practice, including the production of management accounts and considerations of
profitability and turnover. Of the 33 projects that have completed their grant so far within
the new Strategy period, 61% have reported they are ‘definitely sustainable and resilient’,
with the other 39% reporting they are ‘likely sustainable and resilient’. We would expect,
however, that projects less certain of a sustainable outcome may take longer to develop,
and this is borne out by long-term data on projects funded five and ten years previously:
48% of projects still reported they are ‘definitely sustainable and resilient’, 34% reported
they are ‘likely sustainable and resilient’, with the other 18% reporting concerns they are
‘possibly unsustainable’ or ‘currently unsustainable’. The projects also report the
impression of their own sustainability has been dramatically challenged by the impact of
COVID-19 on existing business models: 75% of organisations responding to the
Longitudinal Survey felt they were ‘definitely sustainable and resilient’ prior to March
2020.
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Projects in receipt of AHF loans also benefit from access to our business support
service, RePlan, which is a capacity-building support programme for organisations
developing new futures for historic buildings. We run this service in partnership with the
Social Investment Business. In its first official year of operation, RePlan supported
thirteen organisations, a number substantially greater than our pre-COVID target. The
impact of COVID necessitated a shift in strategy from RePlan focusing on supporting
many resilient organisations with non-urgent planning to fewer, in-crisis organisations
who were depending on the support and findings of RePlan to help them forge new
paths. RePlan has enabled organisations to access crucially important emergency
funding, solve detrimental governance issues and plan for an immediate future that looks
very different to the one anticipated in their initial feasibility studies. We have supported
loan holders across the central areas of RePlan: financial systems, impact, business
planning, governance and community fundraising and across the UK's geographical
boundaries from Glasgow to Sheffield and East Devon.
Six of our loan holders have benefitted from a health diagnostic, many of which revealed
issues previously unknown to the loan holder.
"Our RePlan consultant balanced empathy and understanding of our current position
with a direct approach which helped us identify areas for improvement. Our trustees
have a range of experience, and this was accommodated within the sessions. All
participants valued the sessions and the organisation has been able to take forward
some of the agreed outcomes already. In short the Business Support has had an
immediate impact on our organisation and specifically the way the board operates."

Lesson 4: Ongoing business support for organisations acting as custodians
of historic buildings can help them adapt and renew sustainable business models
that will, in turn, secure historic assets for the longer term. Programmes like our
RePlan will be even more important as we move out of COVID given the
detrimental impact the crisis has had on organisation’s sustainability and
resilience.

Youth theatre at Greyfriars’, Lincoln, a project in development by Heritage Lincolnshire,
recipient of a Heritage Development Trust Grant (Heritage Lincolnshire)
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Wider impacts

Community impacts of AHF projects
The second pillar of the AHF’s Evaluation Strategy is understanding what impacts the
projects we fund have had within their communities, from securing community access to
historic buildings that engender civic pride and help create the uniqueness of our towns,
to providing high-quality space in town and city centres for charities and social
enterprises to deliver essential services. Our final three Key Performance Indicators
address these questions: how many distinct historic buildings have we funded and what
end uses are planned for the building (KPI8); how many charities, social enterprises and
community businesses will benefit from the project by being able to use the conserved
building (KPI9); and what amount of currently vacant space will be brought back into
community use by the projects we fund (KPI10).
We ask these questions of all projects when they apply for grant or loan funding, but at
the earliest stage of project development applicants are only able to give projected
figures. We therefore ask the same questions again at five and ten years after funding is
awarded (through our Longitudinal Survey), and on completion of all capital grants and
loans.
Historic buildings adapted for reuse (KPI8)
During 2020/21, the AHF made one or more grants or loans to 264 distinct heritageregeneration projects across the UK. Nearly 90% of these projects report a ‘mixed-use’
approach to the building, with a diverse range of uses noted, including events (both
commercial and community events); housing; retail; museums and heritage; and arts,
culture and entertainment.
We expected from our survey of projects completed five and ten years previously that, on
average, 20% of projects will have failed or stalled indefinitely, and 20% will remain in
Project Development after one decade. Possibly the success rate will be lower in the
years to come due to the exceptional challenges of COVID-19, but, barring significant
change, we can expect AHF funding in 2020/21 will have helped to save more than 150
historic buildings across the UK.
Community enterprises in historic buildings (KPI9)
We believe that historic buildings should not only be saved but brought back into use so
they can provide homes for businesses, charities and social enterprises to grow and
thrive. That’s why we ask in all applications how many organisations are expected to
occupy and regularly use the historic building on project completion. The most advanced
projects (31 applicants for capital grants and loans) reported that, on average, five
charities or other community enterprises are expected to occupy or regularly use each
completed building. This figure is supported by data from our survey of projects awarded
funding five and ten years previously, which also report than an average of five
community enterprises using the completed buildings.
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Volunteers and staff at Silverburn Flax Mill, a project in development by Fife Employment Access Trust,
recipient of a Heritage Impact Fund loan and a Project Development Grant (Silverburn Flax Mill)

If we apply this average figure of five organisations using each AHF-funded historic
building across all grants and loans made in 2020/21 (to 264 projects in total), and
assume 60% will be Operational one decade after funding (see KPI6 above), then we
estimate that AHF grants and loans awarded this past year are advancing projects that
will provide homes for nearly 800 charities, community businesses and social
enterprises within the next decade.
Vacant spaces repurposed for new life (KPI10)
Historic buildings come in many shapes and sizes, from lighthouses and small chapels to
vast industrial spaces, and understanding the scale of an ‘average AHF project’ can be
challenging. Since we aim to revitalise historic buildings for new uses, however, we want
to know how many metres of useable space are being made available through the
projects we fund. We therefore ask this question on completion of all grants (from
2021/22 this question will also be asked of all loans after works funded by the loan are
complete).
The most advanced projects we funded with grants during 2020/21 – 21 capital grants
(where this question is most accurately able to be answered) – expected to bring back
into use an average of 492m 2 of floorspace per project. This figure is larger than the
average size of projects completed five and ten years ago, which averaged only 365m 2 of
floorspace brought back into use. We anticipate this figure will vary from one year to the
next, since it is dependent on the scale of individual projects going forward. If we apply
even the smaller (more conservative) estimate to the total number of projects funded in
2020/21, the AHF supported bringing back into use nearly 60,000m2 of space —
equivalent to 164 Millennium Domes — for charities, social enterprises and
community businesses.

Lesson 5: Hundreds of organisations across the UK have been working
to repurpose historic buildings in their towns and cities for new community
uses, each of which will offer homes to local people, businesses and
enterprises. These individual projects have a significant multiplier effect in
that they provide homes for many organisations and bring back into use large
spans of floor-space (often in town and city centres).
AHF Impact Report 2020/21
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Conclusions

AHF projects play leadership roles in building a sense of ‘place’ within their communities.
By revitalising unique historic buildings to be reused and owned by local organisations,
our work supports economic growth and social cohesion, and provides opportunities for
local people to gain skills and confidence to take on complex project and succeed. Our
Evaluation framework was developed before the COVID-19 pandemic, but the impact our
projects can have within their communities has never been more important than now.

Looking forward
As the first of its kind, this Impact Report is also limited in its conclusions; each year, as
our dataset grows, so will our confidence in its reliability to detect patterns among projects
and broader trends, and make predictions about the Life Cycle of heritage-regeneration
projects.
We have recently added new questions to our applications that will allow us to report on
what measures AHF projects are undertaking to incorporate environmental sustainability
into their plans. We have also developed new toolkits that will allow us, from next year, to
show how many AHF projects are focused on reusing historic buildings deemed At Risk
on national registers, how many projects we are funding in areas highlighted as
particularly disadvantaged by the Index of Multiple Deprivation, and how many people are
being taught new skills through our funding. We are for the first time looking at setting
some targets for a number of our Key Performance Indicators, which are given in
Appendix 1. Together, these new tools will give us further opportunity for analysis in 2022
and also allow us to reflect more on whether changes in our processes might help to
achieve better or different outcomes.

Students (left) at Rubicon Dance school in Cardiff, and the Former Roath Library, also in Cardiff (right), which Rubicon are
converting into a new dance space; recipient of a Project Development Grant (Adam Lloyd Binding and Rubicon Dance)

We are grateful to our funding partners, who help make these impacts possible.
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Appendix 1
AHF Logic Model: Key Performance Indicators 2020/21
Indicator

Measurement

Grants
Viability

Development

Loans
Capital

Culture
Recovery

KPI1: AHF social investment New loan funding
funds available to support
(£) allocated
heritage-regeneration sector 2020/21
No. new loans
allocated

KPI2: AHF grants funds
Available funds for
available to support heritage grant making (£)
-regeneration sector
New grant funding
(£) allocated
2020/21

£3,437,058
£1,096,358

£2,340,700

£2,385,241

£1,000,000

£2,385,241

£1,000,000

KPI3: AHF support and
advice service able to support heritage-regeneration
sector

Available funds for
support and
advice service (£)

KPI4: People and
organisations enabled to
take ownership/acquire longterm rights to historic buildings

No. and % organi- 37% (26 of 70)
70% (58 of 83)
100% (3 of 3)
sations completing projects helped projects helped projects helped
grants or awarded to secure build- to secure build- to secure builda loan in 2020/21
ing (acquired
ing (acquired
ing (acquired
that were enabled before or during before or during before or during
to take or secure
grant)
grant)
grant)
ownership/gain
10% (7 of 70)
25% (21 of 83)
long-term rights to
projects
projects acquired
historic buildings
acquired owner- ownership/longship/long-term
term right as
right as direct
direct result of
result of grant
grant

KPI5: Organisations able to
attract support from other
funders

Amount funding
(£) secured by
projects from other
funders for same
stage works

£652,000

£720,318

£2,485,025

2021/22 targets

Endowment

HIF

£2,200,000

£3,338,000

7

9 (to 7
projects)

Target: 5+ new
HIF loans

Target: Allocate
100% available
funding

£83,000

£2,161,948

86% (6 of 7)
86% (6 of 7)
projects
projects
helped to
helped to
secure building secure building
(acquired
(acquired
before or
before or
during loan)
during loan)

Target:

Viability Grants:
25%+ helped to
secure ownership of building
Development
Grants: 75%+
helped to secure
ownership of
building
Target:
Grants secure
external funding
110%+ awarded

1

Indicator

Measurement

Grants

Loans

Viability

Development

Capital

KPI6: Projects are supported No. and % prothrough stages of Investment jects that have
and Support System
moved forward
along Investment
and Support
System by end of
grant or loan
annual review,
during this
Strategy period

89% (17 of 19
PVGs awarded
since 2020/21
and completed)
have moved to
Project
Development
Stage

36% (5 of 14
PDGs awarded
since 2020/21
and completed)
have moved to
Capital Works
Stage

0 have moved
forward from
Capital Redevelopment to
Operational
Stage

KPI7: Organisations
completing grants and loanfunded works are financially
resilient and sustainable

No. and % organisations that report
themselves to be
financially
sustainable and
resilient at end of
grant or loan
quarterly review

100% (19 of 19
PVGs awarded
since 2020/21
and completed)
reported
sustainability

100% (14 of 14
PDGs awarded
since 2020/21
and completed)
reported
sustainability

KPI8: Historic assets are
appropriately repaired and
adapted for reuse

No. of historic
buildings funded
for repair and
reuse projects in
2020/21 (deduplicated for
projects in receipt
of more than one
grant or loan)

KPI9: Community enterprises able to grow and use
historic buildings for public
benefit

No. of organisations expected to
use completed
building (projected
at application)

705

689

KPI10: Vacant spaces
effectively repurposed to
support thriving places

Floorspace (m2)
expected to be
brought back into
use (projected at
application)

103,312m2

96,321m2

Culture
Recovery

Endowment

2021/22 targets
HIF

0 have moved 0 have moved
forward from
forward from
Capital Rede- Capital Redevelopment to
velopment to
Operational
Operational
Stage
Stage

64% (9 of 14)
remain in
Project Development Stage

100% (7 of 7
loans
awarded
since
2020/21)
reported
sustainability

100% (7 of 7
loans awarded
since 2020/21)
reported
sustainability

7

7

94

44

43

10,336m2

Data to be
added from
2021/22

Data to be
added from
2021/22

211

39

60%+ of Viability
and Project
Development
Projects moving
forward each year
60%+ of Capital
Grant and Loan
projects moving
forward during
Strategy period

150+ distinct
historic building
supported through
grant and loan
funding
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Appendix 2

AHF summary grants and loans awarded 2020/21
Country

Fund (Funder)

Type

Number of
awards

Value of awards

England

Transforming Places through
Heritage (DCMS)

Project Viability Grant

53

£708,748

Project Development
Grant

37

£1,426,790

Transformational Project
Grant

10

£2,002,077

Heritage Development
Trust Grant

3

£179,815

Emergency Support
Grant

6

£90,000

Crowdfunding Challenge
Grant

4

£77,500

113

£4,484,930

Transforming Places through
Heritage
Sub-total
Culture Recovery Fund (DCMS)

Culture Recovery Grant

44

£1,000,000

Historic Assets Moving into
Community Ownership (Historic
England)

Project Viability Grant

12

£79,100

Project Development
Grant

3

£20,900

15

£100,000

Historic Assets Moving into
Community Ownership
Sub-total

AHF Endowment

Loans

4

£1,300,000

Heritage Impact Fund

Loans

7

£2,888,000

183

£9,772,930

England
Total
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Country

Fund (Funder)

Type

Number of
awards

Value of awards

Scotland

Main Scotland Fund (Historic
Environment Scotland)

Project Viability Grant

23

£167,114

Project Development
Grant

27

£299,825

Emergency Support
Grant

2

£36,093

52

£503,032

Project Viability Grant

1

£9,960

Project Development
Grant

9

£72,769

10

£82,729

Main Scotland Fund
Sub-total
Tailored Support Fund (William
Grant Foundation)

Tailored Support Fund

Sub-total
AHF Endowment

Loans

3

£900,000

Heritage Impact Fund

Loans

1

£250,000

66

£1,735,761

Project Viability Grants

7

£40,141

Project Development
Grants

8

£73,438

Capital Works Grants
(Cadw only)

6

£233,164

21

£346,743

Project Viability Grants

14

£91,295

Project Development
Grants

8

£63,570

Capital Works Grants
(DfC only)

5

£150,000

27

£304,865

1

£200,000

28

£504,865

296

£12,360,299

Scotland
Total
Wales

Wales Fund (Cadw, Garfield
Weston Foundation, Pilgrim
Trust)

Wales
Total

Northern
Ireland

Northern Ireland Fund (Garfield
Weston Foundation, Pilgrim
Trust, DfC)

Northern Ireland Fund

Sub-total
Heritage Impact Fund

Northern
Ireland
Total
Grand Total
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